High resolution computerized tomography of the petrous bone!
Computerized tomography was first used in otology by Paxton & Ambrose (1974) for the investigation of acoustic neuromas and other cerebellopontine angle tumours. Since then numerous reports have appeared in the literature on this particular application of CT scanning. These studies have used low and intermediate resolution machines suitable for soft tissue imaging of tumours in the posterior fossa but inapplicable for showing good bone detail in the petromastoid. The possibility of using computerized tomography for bone imaging, in addition to showing the soft tissues, was postulated by Hounsfield (1977) . In his review of the possibilities and limitations of CT imaging, the implications of maximizing resolution were considered. He concluded that if spatial resolution was increased to its maximum the picture grain would increase accordingly, and the uses of such a CT system would have to be limited to the examination of contrast media and bone. In this situation, CT would have the advantage of greater detector efficiency than conventional X-ray film methods and it could compete very favourably, producing pictures of either higher resolution or greater sensitivity.
The introduction of a high resolution system by EMI with an effective pixel size reduced to 0.375 mm has produced a machine with this capability, and now allows CT to be used for the investigation of the petrous temporal bone for the demonstration of both bone and soft tissue abnormality. In this respect, CT provides an alternative, and in some ways an advantageous method to conventional multidirectional tomography such as the Polytome. Lloyd et al. (1980) have studied 30 patients with proven petrous bone abnormalities using the high resolution mode. A wide variety of disease entities of the petromastoid traditionally investigated by multidirectional tomography were examined, concentrating on the demonstration of bone changes. All but one of these were examined both by CT scanning and conventional tomography.
For the investigation of congenital ear disease, computerized tomography has little advantage over conventional hypocyc1oidaltomography. The only area in which it was found superior was in the visualization of the ossicles (Lloyd et al. 1979 ).This also applies to injuries of the petrous bone and middle ear; although conventional tomography was superior in the demonstration of the fracture site, often it did not show ossicular chain disruption as well as high resolution CT. In a traumatized I Based on paper read to Section of Otology, 7 March 1980. middle ear, radiographic contrast may be reduced by the presence of fresh or altered blood, which can make hypocycloidal tomograms of poor quality. The inherent high contrast of CT overcomes this problem. Although lateral CT of the petrous bone is feasible, it is not practical as a routine procedure with the present scanner design, and in this respect conventional tomography has a clear advantage in demonstrating longitudinal petrous bone fractures. In simple infections of the middle ear, high resolution CT will demonstrate a loss of translucence as readily as conventional studies, but in the presence of a cholesteatoma the technique has certain advantages. Apart from showing the bone destruction in the attic (Figure 1 )and mastoid antrum as wellas.or more clearly than conventional tomography, it may also show the cholesteatoma as a clearly defined soft tissue mass. In the group of neoplasms investigated, the largest number of patients showing abnormality were those with acoustic tumours (Lloyd et al. 1980) . The high resolution system will show internal auditory meatal enlargement as accurately as conventional tomograms in the coronal and axial planes but sagittal views are not practically feasible on the high resolution system. This is a drawback of the CT assessment of the internal auditory meatus, since on conventional studies the lateral views can be important in the distinction between large apical air cells and true bone erosion. In these circumstances there is no advantage in using high resolution CT to assess the bone changes in the internal auditory meatus caused by acoustic tumours and, since the object of CT in these patients is to show a soft tissue mass, high resolution technique for these studies is not therefore recommended.
For the investigation of four other types of tumour involving the petrous bone, high resolution CT proved more advantageous. Erosion of the cortex of the jugular fossa was very clearly demonstrated in one patient with a glomusjugulare tumour, and in general the bone destruction is as well or better demonstrated than by conventional tomograms. CT has, of course, the added advantage of showing the tumour as a soft tissue mass in relation to the bone destruction. This was also found in the three examples of middle ear carcinoma investigated (Figure 2) . The single example of a primary or congenital cholesteatoma of the petrous pyramid showed the characteristic expansile cyst-like lesion with elevation and thinning of the petrous ridge (Lloydet al. 1980) . These features were more emphatically demonstrated by the high resolution CT than by hypocycloidal tomography.
High resolution computerized tomography of the petrous bone is now a complementary procedure to conventional multidirectional tomography. CT scanning is superior in showing the soft tissues in addition to bone detail, producing images of inherently higher contrast than multidirectional tomography. The one advantage of conventional tomography is the routine availability of lateral or sagittal sections, which are not practically feasible on the high resolution CT system, in which only the central five inches of the scan field are used. Design improvements could overcome this problem, and future high resolution scanners would also benefit from an even smaller pixel size. With these modifications the machine could largely supersede conventional tomography for petrous bone studies.
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